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PUBLICATIONS

I. China
Jih-pen yen chiu Chung-kuo hsien tang tai wen hsiieh lun chu so yin, 1919-1989
B^Sjf^
FftpM^jt£#sll¥3? JI
Compiled by Sun Li-ch'uan BALIM and Wang Shun-hung
JMM
• Pei-ching: Pei-ching ta hsiieh ch'u pan she, 1991. 380 pages.
RMBY10.60. ISBN: 7-301-01381-7.
r

This bibliographical guide was compiled by two researchers of modern Chinese
literature, Sun Li-ch'uan and Wang Shun-hung.
Wang, an instructor in the
Department of Chinese Language and Literature of Peking University, had engaged
in studies and research from 1984 to 1988 while he was Consul of Educational
Affairs at the Chinese Consulate in Osaka, Japan. Wang was also a research fellow
at the Faculty of Literature of Kansai University in 1989. Sun, an instructor in the
Department of Chinese Language and Literature at Hsia-men University, studied at
the Foreign Language University of Osaka in 1984. In 1985 he enrolled in the
doctoral program at Kyoto University. Thus, the compilers had a good opportunity
to access rich and vast Japanese sources for compiling this guide. U n d e r the counsel
and assistance of Japanese scholars, Wang and Sun assembled this bibliography in
Japan.
The compilers give a very useful introduction to the brief history of modern and
contemporary Chinese literature, and describe important Japanese scholars and
major universities and research centers where Japanese scholars and researchers
engage in studies of modern and contemporary Chinese literature.
By the end of the nineteenth century, China and Japan maintained more than one
thousand years of cultural relationship. With the rapid change of Chinese society
and consequent development of literary movement at the end of the last century and
the beginning of this century, the Japanese scholars began to study the newly
developed modern Chinese literature. The 1920s and 1930s can be regarded as a
period in which Japanese scholars introduced and prompted studies of the new
Chinese literature. Japanese scholars started to study the works of the May Fourth
era, organize research societies of Chinese literature, and publish many literary
magazines. After Japan started its invasion of China in 1937, the studies of Chinese
literature were almost suspended; only after 1945 were they resumed again in
earnest. Aoki Masaru
ft^iE^
, Kuraishi Takeshiro
Jr^H^Hgf)
, Takeuchi
Yoshimi f t P W , Matsueda Shigeo ffitiffitJz , Takeda Taijun ^ E H - ^ # , and
others were the core members of the first generation of Japanese sinologists devoted
to modern literature.
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After 1970 the first generation was replaced by a younger generation. More than 95
percent of them were college professors or researchers. Geographically, they were
mostly from three regions of Japan. First, in the Kanto
region: the Kanto
group included Ogami Kanehide H ± ^ M
, Maruyama Noboru fiikft
, Ito
Toramaru PBfit% , Iikura Shohei jg£fig¥ , Matsui Hiromi f&#f#7fc , and
others. Second, the Kansai
region: the leading scholars in the Kansai group
were^Takeuchi Minoru f f ^ ^ , Aiura Takashi
, Y a m a d a Keizo
[Jjfflfk
B , O t a Susumu
'kmM , and others. Third, other regions (Kyushu JiJ\\ and
Hokkaido itimM )' the scholars in these regions included Akiyoshi Kikuo
$t§
^2^X-^, Nagasue Yoshitaka 7fafclf# , Imamura Yoshio ^HfH&M
, Nakano
Miyoko ^ f j f l i t ? , and others. These scholars and researchers published many
literary magazines, chronological tables of literary events, chronological biographies
of writers, and sources on literary groups and writers. All national universities and
famous private universities in Japan offer courses in modern and contemporary
Chinese literature.
1

The studies of Japanese sinologists have received worldwide attention and their
importance has been recognized by many scholars. Therefore, it has been said that
any study of modern Chinese literature (or any subject of Chinese culture) would be
incomplete if one did not consult the studies of the Japanese sinologists.
This bibliographic guide is divided into four sections: (1) literary history; (2) literary
movements, discourse, organizations, groups, and trends; (3) the works of writers; and
(4) other related catalogs and bibliographies.
In its first section, the guide covers all genres - fiction, poetry, drama, cinema,
juvenile literature, and popular literature - from the May Fourth era to the postCultural Revolution period. The second section includes well-known as well as
obscure literary organizations and groups, and covers various discourses representing
both rightist and leftist ideas. In the third section, 284 names of Chinese writers are
listed chronologically, with some exceptions. All studies on a single writer are put
together in this section. This section is very useful and convenient, although it does
not include writers in Taiwan. Though this is a bibliography of studies on Chinese
literature, this section also includes nonliterary figures such as Li Ta-chao ^kM ,
Chu Te £ t g , Ch'en Yi | $ £ , Chou En-lai
, and others.
The fourth section is divided into five items:
(1) Japanese studies of literary works written in Taiwan. This item is important
because writers in Taiwan are not included in the third section. Unfortunately, a
number of important Taiwanese writers are not covered in this item.
(2) Comparative studies of Chinese and Japanese literatures.
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(3) Reference and source books of Japanese studies of Chinese literature which list
157 titles. These reference tools are very important, although forty-three of these
titles are not Japanese studies of Chinese literature; they are instead Chinese
translations of Japanese literary works, catalogs of Chinese literary works, news
papers, and serials which are held in Japanese libraries, and lists of the world's
literary works held in China.
(4) Serials pertaining to Japanese studies of Chinese literature, listing 288 titles. The
reader will find these titles very useful because they contain studies published after
1989.
(5) Books currently held in Japan on modern and contemporary mainland Chinese
literature by scholars in Taiwan and Hong Kong. It is not really appropriate to
include this item, which lists only fifty titles, because these studies are not works of
Japanese scholars.
There is an appendix which is an index to 284 names included in the third section.
The names are arranged by the number of strokes of the surnames and identical
names found in the third section are listed chronologically. This name index would
be more useful if the compilers had included the writers of Taiwan and Hong Kong
and also the names of the Japanese scholars whose studies are cited in this book.
Besides these problems there is a more serious problem. Instead of listing original
Japanese titles in Japanese, the compilers translated all the Japanese titles into
Chinese. They may have done so in the hope that those people who do not know
Japanese might also be able to know what studies the Japanese had produced. For
those Chinese people who know Japanese and want to consult the original studies
of modern Chinese literature, it is improbable that they could retranslate the Chinese
titles into the Japanese. For this reason, the compilers should not have translated
the titles into Chinese. The serious scholar needs the original Japanese titles to have
been cited.
Although some bibliographies of Japanese studies of modern Chinese literature have
been compiled in Japan and in this country, this is the first comprehensive
bibliographic guide of its kind compiled by scholars of the People's Republic of
China. Despite the problems mentioned above, this bibliographical guide is certainly
an important and useful reference tool for the study of modern and contemporary
Chinese literature and should be acquired by all East Asian libraries.
(Wen-kai Kung)
Westliche Taoismus-Bibliographie = Western bibliography of Taoism. Compiled by Knut Waif.
Third improved and enlarged edition. Essen, Germany: Verlag die blaue Eule,
1992. 156 pages. 38.00 D M . ISBN: 3-89206-420-2.
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This bibliography makes accessible both the older and the most recent publications
on Taoism in western languages and provides a comprehensive survey of the editions
of the texts of the Taoist classics in those languages. The bibliography lists about
1,370 original works and 180 translations. The contents are divided into editions and
translations of the Tao Te Ching, Chuang Tzu, and other Taoist texts; secondary
literature; and other bibliographies.
Knut Waif was born in 1936 in Dahlem in Berlin, studied philosophy, R o m a n
Catholic theology, law and canon law in Munich and Freiburg. H e obtained his
Ph.D. in 1965 and an "habilitation" in canon law in Munich in 1971. In 1977 he was
appointed Professor of Canon Law at the University of Nijmegen, T h e Netherlands
and, since 1985, Professor of Canon Law in the Faculty of Theology in Tilburg, The
Netherlands. H e has been a visiting professor at the University of Freiburg, the
University of Saarbriicken, and the Catholic University of America in Washington,
D.C. H e is the author of numerous publications in canon law, of the changes in
religious consciousness ("Stille Fluchten," 1983), and in Taoism (Tao fir den Westen,
1989 / Tao voor het Westen, 1991.
The publisher's address:

Verlag die blaue Eule
Aktienstrasse 8
D-45359 Essen
Germany

The author's address:

Prof. Knut Waif
Bart Hendriksstraat 17
NL-6523 R E Nijmegen
Holland
Tel.:
080-225913
FAX :
080-612715
E-mail:
walf@sci.kun.nl

(From an e-mail posting on 2 Dec 1993 to Asialib@info.anu.edu.au from tmciole@coombs.anu.edu.au)

II. Japan
l

Ninon jido bungaku daijiten
H ^ MM3C^3z^M
. Edited by Osaka Kokusai Jido
Bungakukan. Tokyo: Dai Nihon Tosho, 1993. 3 volumes.
The compilation committee of this encyclopedic dictionary on children's literature in
Japan was formed in 1983, soon after the conception of creating the International
Children's Literature Library in Osaka in 1979, the year designated as International
Children's Year. After ten years of hard work by many people, this extensive work
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was completed and published to celebrate the 100th birthday of the publisher. From
the outset, the committee members aimed at creating the ultimate dictionary of
Japanese children's literature. It consists of biographic entries, terms, serials,
monographic series, and literary award sections.
The critical biography section is the main part which includes the biographies of
2,810 people who were active in Japanese children's literature and in related areas
like authors of picture books, comics, picture card storytelling, plays, storytelling
along with music composers, activists in the movement to promote reading, librarians,
illustrators, bookbinders, publishers and editors, translators, literary critics, and
researchers. As a general rule, actors and singers are excluded. More space was
given to the biographies and criticism of deceased and people who were past their
active years in work in children's literature. For those currently active, the cutoff
date for inclusion was birth prior to 1945. Those who remained closely related to
children's literature throughout their lifetime and writers whose main work was
outside children's literature but who did write for children were included if their
works in this field were influential or when writing children's literature was important
to the authors themselves. Foreign authors when they were active in Japan and
Japanese authors who became naturalized citizens of foreign countries are also
included. The entry is under the commonly known form of the name. Some
portraits are included.
In the terms section, which includes 419 entries, many publishers of children's books
are included. Except when searching for specific literary terms, literary movements,
and publishers, this section is rather difficult to use for quick consultation. For
instance, there are eleven entries such as bestseller, modern literature, freedom of
speech, etc., that are excellent topics but should, at least, be indexed in reversed
word order. The fairly large general index is arranged in the same order of
appearance as the entries and does not provide help in locating some of the very
interesting and important topics. It is important to remember this when consulting
this otherwise excellent dictionary.
The serials section is very extensive and detailed, and includes 439 titles and will be
extremely useful for research in this area. The monographic series section has short
annotations of the series and lists each of the series' contents. Unfortunately, there
is no access to the titles appearing in series through the general index.
This dictionary is particularly useful for finding information about the works and
about the people who were active in areas related to Japanese children's literature.
This first, ambitious dictionary of Japanese children's literature nicely complements
the standard dictionary of literature, Nihon kindai bungaku daijiten.
(Yasuko Makino)
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